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Overview: Eagle Health Holdings Limited (“Eagle Health“, “the Company”) is a
Chinese company focused on nutritional products and dietary supplements.
The Company manufactures and distributes products marketed as ‘health
food’ under its own brand in 23 provinces and autonomous regions in China via
pharmacies, stores, supermarkets and online channels. As part of the listing,
Eagle Health is planning to add Australian made products to its portfolio.
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Catalysts: Eagle Health is a profitable company and revenue has increased at a
compound annual growth rate of 29% since FY14. The Company seeks to
create shareholder value by growing sales for its key products, whilst
maintaining steady EBITDA margins. Successful expansion of its product
portfolio is a catalyst. Management has a significant interest in the Company
and forecasts the distribution of unfranked dividends from 2017.
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Hurdles: The China based nature of the Company’s operations creates
transparency and governance risks, and may also challenge investor interest
towards the stock. Precedents in the industry have faced regulatory and
operational challenges in exporting Australian products into China and there is
no guarantee that Eagle Health will be successful. Revenue is generated in
RMB and the PRC government imposes control on the convertibility of the
RMB into foreign currencies.
Investment View: Eagle Health offers profitable exposure to demand for
health food and dietary supplements in China. The Company’s recent financial
performance appears attractive and management intends to distribute
dividends from FY17, which would enhance credibility of both management
and the Company. The market opportunity is significant due to favourable
health and wellness product consumption trends in China, but regulatory
hurdles in its key market dampen the outlook. Despite its sound financials,
geopolitical risks associated with China are significant and industry precedents
have failed to deliver long-term value for shareholders.
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High Flyer – strong prospect of value growth

May-17

Macarthur Australia MMM.ASX

Airborne – favourable value growth prospects

May-17

Benjamin Hornigold BHD.ASX

Clear for Takeoff – reasonable value growth potential with
appropriate capital structure given the risks

Apr-17

MSL Solutions MPW.ASX

Apr-17

Big River Industries BRI.ASX

Mar-17

URB Investments URB.ASX

Mar-17

Bigtincan Holdings BTH.ASX

Safety Check – elevated risks shadow value growth potential
Grounded – value growth not likely due to excessive risks
Company Life Cycle

ANALYST

Discovery

Assets typically at a concept stage, yet to demonstrate commercial
potential. Company reliant on external capital.

Development

Feasibility and commercial trials are a primary focus. Company
reliant on external capital.

Delivery

Assets are typically generating cash flow. Company has an operating
focus & may no longer rely on external capital
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Wise owl is a global supplier of intelligence, strategic solutions, and expansion capital for
emerging companies and investors. Established in 2001, wise owl drives efficient capital
allocation towards developing assets.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was produced by wise-owl.com Pty Ltd (ACN 097 446 369), which is an Australian financial services licensee (Licence no. 246670).
Wise-owl may have an investment banking or other commercial relationship with the issuer of any security or financial product in which you
have an interest by acting in various roles including as underwriter, dealer, holder of principal positions, banker, broker, lender, adviser or
researcher. Wise-owl may receive fees, commissions or other remuneration from such activities. Wise-owl.com Pty Ltd has made every effort to
ensure that the information and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from reliable sources. However,
no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a substitute
for the exercise of independent judgment. Except to the extent required by law, wise-owl.com Pty Ltd does not accept any liability, including
negligence, for any loss or damage arising from the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. This report is for information
purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the sale or purchase of any securities. The securities recommended
by wise-owl.com carry no guarantee with respect to return of capital or the market value of those securities. There are general risks associated
with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware that these risks might result in loss of income and capital invested. Neither wiseowl.com nor any of its associates guarantees the repayment of capital.
WARNING: This report is intended to provide general financial product advice only. It has been prepared without having regard ed to or taking into
account any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation and/or needs. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness of
the advice, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or needs, before acting on the advice. Where applicable, investors should
obtain a copy of and consider the product disclosure statement for that product (if any) before making any decision.
DISCLOSURE: Wise-owl.com Pty Ltd and/or its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their
own account in the investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has
been published. Additionally, wise-owl.com Pty Ltd may have, within the previous twelve months, provided advice or financial services to the
companies mentioned in this report.
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